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Final Term Examination

Even Semester 2010/2011

Question 1 (20%)-Sales Variance(Not included in test material)

Question 2 (30%)

Casiopea LTD, is a company with a very diversivied operation. The company have several division, such as
farming machinery division, fertilizer division, etc. Recently, due to the intense competition, chemical
division is showing a declining trend on its profitability. The Chemical Division produces and sells two type
of chemical, XIF and ZAC. The profitability of each product and the total division for 2010 were as follows:

XIF ZAC
Total10.000 Unit 15.000 Unit

Sales 3.100.000 1.875.000 4.975.000
Direct Materials 500.000 300.000 800.000
Direct Labor 300.000 375.000 675.000
Variable Factory Overhead 150.000 225.000 375.000
Fixed Factory Overhead 224.000 336.000 560.000
Selling Expense-Variable 120.000 120.000 240.000
Selling Expense-Fixed 150.000 150.000 300.000
Administration Expense-Fixed 112.000 168.000 280.000
Corporate Costs Allocated 44.800 67.200 112.000
Total Costs 1.600.800 1.741.200 3.342.000
Operating Income 1.499.200 133.800 1.633.000

*)The Chemical Division used the same product facility to produce XIF and ZAC. As a result they share the
same common overhead. Total Fixed Overhead costs were allocated based on actual production
capacity(in units)

*)The Chemical Division is adopting JIT system. Therefore the actual unit produced is the same as the
actual unit sold.

*)Administrative expenses and Corporate costs were allocated using actual production unit.

*)Each of the products has its own selling force. Therefore the variable and fixed selling expenses are
direct costs and not a result of allocation.

In 2011, The division predicts that there will be a new player in the chemical industry which will specialize
in producing ZAC. This new company is expected to sell this product with a price of Rp 100 per unit. As a
result, the Chemical Division will be forced to decrease the price of ZAC to Rp 100 per unit. In 2011, the
Chemical division also predicts that direct material for both the products (XIF and ZAC) will increase by
10%. The other costs are predicted to remain the same. Selling price for XIF is also predicted to remain
the same. To cope with this condition, the Chemical Division already considering four alternatives. Those
are:
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1. Chemical division will notdo anything, and just decrease the price of ZAC to Rp 100 per unit. Using
the assumption the chemical division predicts that it can sell 12,000 unit of XIF, and 16,000 unit of
ZAC in 2011.

2. Another alternative will be to discontinue ZAC. If ZAC is discontinued, then all the sales people of
ZAC will not be fired, but they will be assigned to sell XIF. Therefore the fixed selling expenses will
not be changed, and the Chemical division predicts that it can sell 15,000 unit of XIF

3. The third alternative will be to outsource the production of ZAC to another company. Recently
the Chemical division has offer to purchase productsx similar to ZAC from Sunshine Ltd, with a
pridce of Rp 58 per unit. Using this scheme, it is estimated that the chemical division can sell
12,000 unit of XIF and 16,000 unit of ZAC.

4. The last alternative will be to implement a cost reduction program. After several try, the chemical
division finally feels optimistic that it can reduce the fixed factory overhead by 20%,
administrative expenses by 10%, and variable selling expenses for ZAC by 10%, while the other
costs could not be reduced.

Required:

 Calculate the profit for XIF, ZAC, and Chemical division as a total for each of the alternative, and
decide which alternative is the most profitable one quantitatively.

 Explain two requirements in which costs can be categorized as Relevant costs, and give examples
for each of the requirements.

Question 3 (30%)

Part A (15%)-Transfer Pricing and Utilization of Capacity.

The California Instrument Company (CIC) consists of the Semiconductor Division and the process-control
Division, each of which operates as an independent profit center. The Semiconductor division employs
craftsmen who produce two different electronic components : the new high-performance super-chip and
an older product called Okay-Chip. These two products have the following cost characteristics :

Super-Chip Okay-Chip

Direct Materials $2 $1

Direct Manufacturing Labor, 2 hours x $14;0.5 hour x $14   $28 $7

Annual Overhead in the semiconductor division totals $400,000, all fixed. Due to the high skill level
necessary for the craftsmen, the semiconductor Division’s capacity is set at 50,000 hours per year.

One Customer orders a maximum of 15,000 Super-Chips per year, at a price of $60 per chip. If CIC
cannot meet this entire demand, the customer curtails its own production. The rest of the semiconductor
division’s capacity is devoted to the okay-chip, for which there is unlimited demand at $12 per chip.

The process-control division produces only one product, a process control unit, with the following
cost structure:

 Direct Materials (circuit board):$60
 Direct Manufacturing Labor (5 hours x $10) :$50
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Fixed Overhead cost of the process-control division are 80,000 per year. The curret market price for the
control unit is $132 per unit.

A joint research project has just revealed that a single super-chip could be substituted for the
circuit board currently used to make the process control unit. Using super chip require an extra one hour
of labor per control unit for a new total of six houes per control unit.

Required :

1. Calculate the contribution margin per unit of selling super chip and okay chip. If no transfer of
super-chip are made to the process control division, how many super chips and okay chips should
the semiconductor division sell? Show your computations..

2. The Process control division expects to sell 5,000 process control units this year, From the
viewpoint of California instruments as a whole, should 5,000 super chips be transferred to the
process control division to replace circuit boards? Show your computations.

3. If demand for the process control unit is certain to be 5,000 units but its price is uncertain, what
should the transfer price, what should the transfer price of super chip be to ensure that the
division managers’ actions maximize operating income for CIC as a whole? (All other data are
unchanged)

Part B (15%)

Key Information for the Plymouth Division(PD) of Bennington Industries for 2009 follows.

Revenues $16,000,000

Operating Income $2,000,000

Total Assets $12,500,000

PD’s managers are evaluated and rewarded on the basis of ROI defined as operating income divided
by total assets, Bennington Industries expexts its divisions to increase ROI each year.

Next year, 2010, appears to be a difficult year of PD. PD had planned a new investment to
improve quality butm in view of poor economic conditions, has postponed the investment ROI for
2010 was certain to decrease if PD had made the investment,

Management is now considering ways to meet its target ROI of 20% for next year. It anticipates
revenue to be steady at $16,000,000 in 2010.

1. Calculate PD’s return on sales (ROS) and ROI for 2009,
2. a. By how much would PD need to cut costs in 2010 to archieve its target ROI of 20%, assuming

no change in total assets between 2009 and 2010?
b. By how much would PD need to decrease total assets in 2010 to archieve its target ROI of 20%,
assuming no change in operating income between 2009 and 2010?

3. Calculate PD’s RI in 2009 assuming a required rate of return on investment of 15%.
4. PD wants to increase RI by 50% in 2010, Assuming it could cut costs by $55,000 in 2010 by how

much would PD need to decrease total assets in 2010?
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5. Bennington industries is concerned that the focus on cost cutting, asset sales, and no new
investments will have an adverse long-run effect on PD’s customers, Yet Bennigton wants PD to
meet its financial goals, What other measurement, if any do you recommend that bennington
use? Explain briefly.

Question 4 (20%)

The balanced scorecard for a small food ingredients company is shown below, The firms’ product and
services are used by a diverse set of customers, including different types of food processors
(Indofood, Belfoods, ABC Food, Farmhouse, etc.) Restaurant chainsm bakeries, supermarkets, and the
like, The company is located in a large city.

BALANCED SCORECARD FOR A FOOD INGREDIENTS COMPANY
GOALS SCORECARD MEASURES

Financial Perspective
Capture an increasing share of industry growth Company growth versus industry growth
Secure the base business while remaining the
preferred supplier to our customers

Volume trend by line of business; Revenue trend
by line of business; Gross Margin

Expand aggresively in global markets. Ratio of Asian sales to International Sales

Commercialize a contiuous stream of profitable
new ingredients and services

Percentage of sales from product launched
within the past five years; Gross Profit from new
products

Customer Perspective

Become the lowest cost supplier
Total cost of using our product and services
relative to total cost of using competitive
products and services

Tailor Products and services to meet local needs
Expand those products and services that meet
customers' needs better than competitors.

Percent of product in R&D pipeline that are
being test-marketed by our customers

Customer Satisfaction Customer Survey
Internal Perspective

Maintain lowest cost base in the industry Our total cost relative to number one
competitor; Inventory turnover; Plant Utilization

Maintain consistent, predictable production
processes

First-pass success rate

Continue to improve distribution efficiency Percentage of perfect orders
Build Capacity to screen and identidy profitable
products and services

Change in customer profitability

Integrate acquisitions and alliances efficiently Revenues per sales dollar
Learning and Growth Perspective
Link the overall strategy to reward and
recognition system

Net Income per dollar of variable pay

Foster a culture that supports innovation and
growth

Annual preparedness assessment; Quarterly
report
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ANSWERS

Question 2

1st Alternative
XIF-price 310 ZAC-price 100

Total12.000 units 16.000 units
Sales 3.720.000 1.600.000 5.320.000
Direct Materials (XIF-55/unit;ZAF-22/unit) 660.000 352.000 1.012.000
Direct Labor(XIF-30/unit;ZAF-25/unit) 360.000 400.000 760.000
Variable Factory Overhead (15/unit) 180.000 240.000 420.000
Fixed Factory Overhead rate 22.4 268.800 358.400 627.200
Selling Expense-Variable 120.000 120.000 240.000
Selling Expense-Fixed 150.000 150.000 300.000
Administration Expense-Fixed rate 11.2 134.400 179.200 313.600
Corporate Costs Allocated rate 4.48 53.760 71.680 125.440
Total Costs 1.926.960 1.871.280 3.798.240
Operating Income 1.793.040 (271.280) 1.521.760

2nd Alternative
XIF-price 310 ZAC-price 100

Total15.000 units 0 units
Sales 4.650.000 - 4.650.000
Direct Materials (XIF-55/unit;ZAF-22/unit) 825.000 - 825.000
Direct Labor(XIF-30/unit;ZAF-25/unit) 450.000 - 450.000
Variable Factory Overhead (15/unit) 225.000 - 225.000
Fixed Factory Overhead rate 22.4 336.000 - 336.000
Selling Expense-Variable 240.000 - 240.000
Selling Expense-Fixed 150.000 150.000 300.000
Administration Expense-Fixed rate 11.2 168.000 - 168.000
Corporate Costs Allocated rate 4.48 67.200 - 67.200
Total Costs 2.461.200 150.000 2.611.200
Operating Income 2.188.800 (150.000) 2.038.800

3rd Alternative
XIF ZAC

Total12.000 units 16.000 units
Sales 3.720.000 1.600.000 5.320.000
Direct Materials (XIF-55/unit;ZAF-22/unit) 660.000 - 660.000
Direct Labor(XIF-30/unit;ZAF-25/unit) 360.000 - 360.000
Purchase products (56/unit) 928.000
Variable Factory Overhead (15/unit) 180.000 - 180.000
Fixed Factory Overhead rate 22.4 268.800 358.400 627.200
Selling Expense-Variable 120.000 120.000 240.000
Selling Expense-Fixed 150.000 150.000 300.000
Administration Expense-Fixed rate 11.2 134.400 179.200 313.600
Corporate Costs Allocated rate 4.48 53.760 71.680 215.440
Total Costs 1.926.960 1.807.280 3.734.000
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Operating Income 1.793.340 (207.280) 1.586.060

4th Alternative
XIF ZAC

Total10.000 units 15.000 units
Sales 3.100.000 1.500.000 4.600.000
Direct Materials (XIF-55/unit;ZAF-22/unit) 550.000 330.000 880.000
Direct Labor(XIF-30/unit;ZAF-25/unit) 300.000 375.000 675.000
Variable Factory Overhead (15/unit) 150.000 225.000 375.000
Fixed Factory Overhead(-20%) rate 22.4 179.200 268.800 448.000
Selling Expense-Variable(for ZAC -10%) 120.000 108.000 228.000
Selling Expense-Fixed 150.000 150.000 300.000
Administration Expense-Fixed(-10%) 100.800 151.200 252.000
Corporate Costs Allocated 48.000 64.000 112.000
Total Costs 1.598.000 1.672.000 3.270.000
Operating Income 1.502.000 (172.000) 1.330.000
 The only alternatives that exceeds 2010 total operating income is alternative 2. So. Batter ZAC

project discontinued, and the selling workers assigned to sell XIF. The Operating income will be
increases to 2.038.800

 To be recognized as relevant cost, they must
o Occured in the future-every decision deals with some selecting course of action based on

ecpected future result. Ex: there are efficiency, the decreasing cost will be occured in the
future.

o Differ among the alternative courses of action- cost and revenue that do not differ will
not matter and, hence, will have no bearing on the decision being made. Ex: Efficiency
increase production, still in the capacity, so the fixed cost can’t define as relevant cost.

Question 3

Part A

 Contribution Margin Super-Chip
=Selling Price – Variable Cost
=Selling Price- (Direct Material per chip+Direct Manufacturing Labor)
=60-(2+28)
=$30/chip
Contribution Margin Okay-Chip
=12-(1+7)
=$4/chip
Superchip Maximal Order =15,000 unit, needs 2 hours per unit, so we need 30,000 hours, and
then the rest 20,000 hours (50,000-30,000) goes to produce Okay Chip. One Okay Chip needs half
an hour to make, so with 20,000 hours we can produce 40,000 Okay Chip. In the end, we get
15,000 Super-Chip and 40,000 Okay-Chip.
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 Assumption : When the 5000 unit of superchip was transferred, the rest 10.000 superchips were
sold to the customer and 5000 unit was processed furthermore for creating process control unit.
First, we compute the Operating Income for Semiconductor Division :



Semi Conductor Division 5.000 Unit was NOT Transfered 5.000 Unit WAS Transferred

Contibution Margin 610.000
: (15.000 x $30) +
(40.000 x $4) 460.000

: (10.000 x $30 ) +
(40.000 x $4)

Fixed Costs (400.000) (400.000)
Revenue from 5.000 Unit that
aaaaaawas Transfered - 300.000

: ( 5.000 x ( $30 +
($60-$30)))

Cost of Production for 5.000
aaaaaaUnit - (150.000) : 5.000 x (28+2$)

Operating Income 210.000 210.000

Process Control Division 5.000 Unit was NOT Transfered
5.000 Unit WAS
Transferred

Revenue 660.000 : 5.000 x $132 660.000
DM Cost (300.000) : 5.000 x $60 (300.000)
DL Cost (250.000) : 5000 x $50 (300.000)
Fixed Overhead Cost (80.000) (80.000)
Operating Income 30.000 -20.000

So It Is BetterTo Produce itself 5.000 units of Process Control Unit by Process Control Division, Because it
will contribute more Operating Income to CIC (240.000) than transfer (190,000)

 The original Operating Income is 240.000 (210.000 + 30.000). The Operating Income if 5.000unit
was from Super Chip was 190.000 (210.000 – 20.000). So In order to maximize its operating
income, the total operating Income must be higher than the original operating incomeof 240.000

Original Price per Process Control Unit $132
First Operating Income : 240.000
Second Operating Income (: 190.000)
Difference : 50.000
Unit Sold : 5.000 Unit
Increase in selling price : 50.000/5.000 unit 10 $
New Selling Priceto get Breakeven 142$

So, If the selling price is 142$, CIC will maintain its operating income of 240.000. To Maximize it,
than the selling price of Process Control Unit Must be Higher than 142$ ( >142$)
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Part B

1. Return On Sales(ROS)= 2,000,000/16,000,000 =12.5%
Return On Investment =2,000,000/12,500,000=16%

2. a. ROI Target=OI/Total Assets

20%= , ,
Operating Income =2,500,000
Sales =16,000,000
Cost =16,000,000-2,500,000

=13,500,000, sehingga cost perlu dipotong sebesar 500,000 (14,000,000-13,500,000)
b. ROI Target= OI/Total Assets

20%= , ,
Total Assets =10,000,000
Jadi aset harus diturunkan sebanyak 2,500,000(12,500,000-10,000,000)

3. Residual Income = Operating Income –(rrr x Investment)
=2,000,000- (15% x 12,500,000)
=2,000,0000-1,875,000
=125,000

4. Residual Income increase by 50%.
New Residual Income =187,500(125,000+(50% x 125,000)
Costs decreased 55,000, new cost =13,945,000
New Operating Income =16,000,000-13,945,000

=2,055,000
Berapa Penurunan Nilai Total Asset di 2010?
187,500 = 2,055,000-(15% * x)
X= 1,867,500/0.15
=12,450,000
Aset harus turun sebesar 50,000 (12,500,000-12,450,000)

Question 4
 From the financial perspective, we can know that the company wants to expand

aggressively in global markets, this is one of cost leadership characteristic, with low cost,
you must cover it with many customers, and high sales. From this perspective too, we can
see that the company want to secure the base business, and commercialize a continous
stream of profitable new ingredients, it shows the company wants to get many customers
and make them satisfied with our quality.

 From the customer perspective, stated that the goals of the company is become the
lowest cost supplier, it shows us that the competitive strategy goes to cost leadership.
Moreover, customer needs and customer satisfaction still the point to get cost
leadership. Low cost product is have a big relation with poor quality, to proof this
perspective wrong, low cost product from the company should make customer satisfied
after sales.
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 From Internal Perspective, maintain lowest cost base in the industry and make it sure
with smooth production processes results in low cost product. Change in customer
profitability with lower cost they must paid for same product with higher price in another
supplier makes us sure that it was characteristic cost leadership.

 From the learning and growth perspective, reward and recognition system is made to
appraise the worker, and it makes them creates more via innovation and growth they can
do.


